A learning outcome is considered successful for any of these conditions
related to the pre- and post-test:
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4th grade Test
Peace Scholars: Learning Through Literature
1. Which of these can help you build common ground to make conversation? Check all that
apply.

a. Tell the other person what to do.

b. Ask questions.

c. Convince the other person that you are right.

d. Listen to what the other person says.
2. The piggies in Piggie Pie avoided the witch by:

a. cooperating.

b. running away.

c. ignoring her.
3–5. Fill in the missing words in these Peace Scholar Rules:
3. We ________________ for peaceful purposes.
4. We speak with _________________ .
5. We act with ________________ .
6. Check those that may be examples of cruel humor:
 a. calling someone an insulting name.
 b.making someone look silly.
 c. telling a joke about someone.
 d. apologizing for a mistake.
7. True or False: Conflict can have only negative consequences.
 a. False.
 b.True.
8. What does empathy mean?
 a. listing different ideas that may help solve a problem.
 b.getting people to feel sorry for you.
 c. convincing another person to do what you want.
 d. understanding how another person thinks and feels.
9. Check any or all of the correct steps in giving an I-Statement:
 a. Say the person’s name.
 b.Say how you feel.
 c. Blame the other person for what she or he did wrong.
 d. Suggest a way to solve the problem.
10. Who can change or do something else to help stop bullying?
Check all that apply:
 a. Victims.
 b. Bystanders.
 c School staff.
 d. Parents.
 e. Bullies.
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4th grade KEY
Peace Scholars: Learning Through Literature
1. Which of these can help you build common ground to make conversation? Check all that
apply. (b, d)

a. Tell the other person what to do.

b. Ask questions.

c. Convince the other person that you are right.

d. Listen to what the other person says.
2. The piggies in Piggie Pie avoided the witch by: (a)

a. cooperating.

b. running away.

c. ignoring her.
3–5. Fill in the missing words in these Peace Scholar Rules:
3. We ________________ (cooperate) for peaceful purposes.
4. We speak with _________________ (respect).
5. We act with ________________ (kindness).
6. Check those that may be examples of cruel humor: (a, b, c)
 a. calling someone an insulting name.
 b.making someone look silly.
 c. telling a joke about someone.
 d. apologizing for a mistake.
7. True or False: Conflict can have only negative consequences. (false)
 a. False.
 b.True.

ANSWER
KEY

8. What does empathy mean? (d)
 a. listing different ideas that may help solve a problem.
 b.getting people to feel sorry for you.
 c. convincing another person to do what you want.
 d. understanding how another person thinks and feels.

9. Check any or all of the correct steps in giving an I-Statement: (a, b, d)
 a. Say the person’s name.
 b.Say how you feel.
 c. Blame the other person for what she or he did wrong.
 d. Suggest a way to solve the problem.

10. Who can change or do something else to help stop bullying?
Check all that apply: (must mark at least these three from the lesson: a, b, e)
 a. Victims.
 b. Bystanders.
 c School staff.
 d. Parents.
 e. Bullies.
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